The ASIA PACIFIC MARINE CONFERENCE 2016 (APMC 2016) brings together the key marine players in the Asia Pacific Region to exchange knowledge and explore business opportunities in the region.


Program Agenda

Session on General & Regulatory Affairs
- Roadmap to Sustainable Shipping Industry
- Opportunities & Challenges in the New Building Sector in Asia
- Enhanced Ship Safety Programmes for Efficient Ship Operations
- Latest Regulations on Ship Recycling & Ship Breaking
- Challenges in enforcement of Arbitration Procedures

Session on LNG Fuel: The Gamechanger that Cannot be Ignored
- Future of LNG: How will Asia’s LNG industry develop & what needs to be done to realise LNG Bunkering in South East Asia the next 2-3 years?
- New Technologies & Design Concepts in LNG Ships
- New Regulations for Gas Fuelled Ships & what they mean for the shipping

Technological Developments in Shipping Industry
- Hybrid Solutions for the Shipping Industry
- How 3D Printing will revolutionize Maritime Industry
- Duel Fuel Engines for Energy Efficient Ships
- Big Data Analysis - The next big thing in Shipping to make the best Business Decisions
- Technological Developments in eNavigation and ECDIS Performance
- Taking Maritime Communications one step Further - Recent Developments in Maritime Communication Technologies
- Advancements in Ship Coating Solutions

Session on Shipping Finance & Marine Insurance
- Ship Financing - Current Climate & options available for Ship Owners
- Marine Insurance Aspects in Ship Financing & Key drivers for growth in Asia
- Profitable financing opportunities prevailing & Is it the right time to invest?


For Speaking, Delegate Registration & Sponsorship opportunities
Contact: Krish, The Standard Events, E: krish@standardevents.net HP: +91 9895720941 +65 85741402
Capt. Mohit Batra, Singapore Maritime Network, E: mohit@smn.sg HP: +65 9641 0333
APMC 2015 Snapshot
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